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 All phone lines are muted
 Questions are highly encourage (answered at end)
 Handouts are available – presentation slides 
 Webinar is recorded and video will be distributed
 Please take a brief survey before signing off at end of webinar

Housekeeping
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 Questions:
• Please use questions tab and we will 

address as many as we can at the 
end of the webinar.

• For further questions, or for 
feedback on forward development, 
please contact Drs. Haselton or 
Baker (curt@hbrisk.com and
jack@hbrisk.com) or contact the 
SP3 team (support@hbrisk.com). 

Housekeeping
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 Overview of SP3 Webinar Series:
1) The new SP3 Structural Response Prediction Engine    

(available online at www.hbrisk.com) 
2) The new SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model (today)
3) Risk assessment of wood light-frame buildings using SP3
4) Risk assessment of tilt-up buildings using SP3

Housekeeping
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 Overview of FEMA P-58 and the current SP3 software 
 The new SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model

• Overview of the SP3 Risk Model
• The need and motivation 
• Components of the SP3 Risk Model
• How all components fit together

 New analysis types enabled by the SP3 Risk Model
 Summary and next steps
 Questions and Answers

Outline for Today
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Current SP3_Engineering Tool Released in 2014
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Current SP3_Engineering Tool Released in 2014

Site Hazard Structural 
Responses

Structural 
Components 
&  Fragilities

Nonstructural 
Components & 

Fragilities

Building-Specific 
Vulnerability 

Curves

Full distributions of 
losses and repair 

times, and expected 
annual values.

FEMA P-58 
Monte Carlo 

Analysis ENGINE

PGA and Sa for 
many hazard  

levels

Site Hazards 
Database

Soil type

Site Soil 
Database

Structural responses 
needed from an 

engineering evaluation 
(with some initial 

automation)

FEMA P-58 Fragility Database 
available, but many non-

structural capacities required 
engineering calculation, 

structural components must 
be input, etc.

Overall, the initial (and current) 
SP3_Engineering  tool was 

intentionally designed to require a 
detailed engineering evaluation as 

part of the analysis process.
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Site Hazard Structural 
Responses

Structural 
Components 
&  Fragilities

Nonstructural 
Components & 

Fragilities

Building-Specific 
Vulnerability 

Curves

Full distributions of 
losses and repair 

times, and expected 
annual values.

Overview of the SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model

Basic Building 
and Site 

Information
(e.g. location, 
construction 

year, etc.)

Additional 
Secondary 
Modifiers

(more building 
and site info.)

Full FEMA P-58 engineering-based 
risk assessment framework and 

analysis engine

Automation through many research-
backed analytical SP3 Engines and 

SP3 Databases

When full automation is used, the 
SP3 Risk Model can provide building-

specific and site-specific 
vulnerability curves for large 

inventories
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 For our first SP3 tool, released in 2014, the primary focus was structural engineering 
users, and we have been excited to see SP3 used on a wide range of exciting projects 
by 85+% of large west coast structural engineering firms, such as:

– Resilient design of new buildings (municipal buildings, court houses, etc.)
– Retrofit of existing buildings
– Assessments of special facilities (EOCs, manufacturing, museums, etc.)
– Mortgage risk assessments 
– Investment risk assessments 
– Insurance risk assessments 

 During this time, we have also received feedback from insurance and other financial 
risk-pricing customers, saying that a more automated SP3 assessment method is 
needed for their businesses. 

 Specifically, we have been asked to create building-specific engineering-analysis-
based vulnerability curves for large inventories of buildings, based on insurance-level 
information. 

 Through our R&D over the past 2.5 years, the SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model was 
created to meet this need.

The Need for a New SP3 Tool for Risk-Pricing
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 The goals of the SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model were to:
• Enable building-specific vulnerability curves for large inventories based on insurance-

level input information; use new SP3 Engines and SP3 Databases to still provide 
highly building/site-specific predictions even with limited information (but with more 
prediction uncertainty than an engineering evaluation).

• Utilize an engineering-based analytical assessment process (i.e. FEMA P-58), in 
contrast to creating an empirical model.

• Create the Model in such a way as to provide a consistent framework for risk 
assessments with any level of input information (insurance level information to full 
engineering assessment, and anywhere between).  In this way, one does not need to 
jump from an empirical-based framework to an engineering-based framework.

 Focus today:
• This presentation will focus primarily on the new aspects of what the SP3 Risk Model 

enables – i.e. computing building-specific vulnerability curves based on more limited 
building information.

• Though doing a full engineering evaluation is not the focus today, the SP3 Risk Model 
technology will also affect the future versions of the SP3_Engineering tool (e.g. useful 
for the preliminary design step).

The Need for a New SP3 Tool for Risk-Pricing
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 This webinar is not a traditional “software product launch announcement”.
 Rather, this webinar is to announce our new technology and tell you about what 

it does and how it works.
 We are currently developing a few interfaces to this new technology, but we have 

intentionally not yet packaged it into a single software product.
 We would like your input on priorities/specifications packaging this to best serve 

your businesses (with several risk-related industries on the call today).  We will 
then later finalize our software offerings based on this feedback. 

 In the meantime, we are also starting work with some visionary early-adopters 
(started a few months ago), with the focuses being (a) them leveraging this new 
technology before it is packaged into a software offering, and (b) us getting 
feedback on next development steps (e.g. SP3_Batch).  This has been great to 
help direct our development, so we are also open to ~2 more early-adopters.

 Through this webinar, please brainstorm about the best application of this new 
technology and feel free to send your thoughts to us at curt@hbrisk.com and 
jack@hbrisk.com.  Your feedback will be much appreciated for deciding on how 
we package this technology into future software offerings!

Purpose of this Webinar (Feedback Requested)
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 Overview of FEMA P-58 and current SP3_Engineering tool
 The new SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model

• Overview of the SP3 Risk Model
• The need and motivation
• Components of the SP3 Risk Model
• How all components fit together

 New analysis types enabled by the SP3 Risk Model
 Summary and next steps
 Questions and Answers

Outline for Today
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 This section of the webinar discusses the individual 
components of the SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model 
(engines and databases).
 After this, we will show how all these components fit 

together to make the overall SP3 Risk Model.

Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model
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Site Hazard Structural 
Responses

Structural 
Components 
&  Fragilities

Nonstructural 
Components & 

Fragilities

Building-Specific 
Vulnerability 

Curves

Full distributions of 
losses and repair 

times, and expected 
annual values.

Basic Building 
and Site 

Information
(e.g. location, 
construction 

year, etc.)

Additional 
Secondary 
Modifiers

(more building 
and site info.)

Full FEMA P-58 engineering-based 
risk assessment framework and 

analysis engine

Automation through many research-
backed analytical SP3 Engines and 

SP3 Databases

When full automation is used, the 
SP3 Risk Model can provide building-

specific and site-specific 
vulnerability curves for large 

inventories

Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model
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Full FEMA P-58 engineering-based 
risk assessment framework and 

analysis engine

Automation through many research-
backed analytical SP3 Engines and 

SP3 Databases

When full automation is used, the 
SP3 Risk Model can provide building-

specific and site-specific 
vulnerability curves for large 

inventories

Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model
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Building-Specific 
Vulnerability 

Curves

Full distributions of 
losses and repair 

times, and expected 
annual values.

Basic Building 
and Site 

Information
(e.g. location, 
construction 

year, etc.)

Additional 
Secondary 
Modifiers

(more building 
and site info.)

Structural Response 
Prediction ENGINE

Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model
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Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

SP3 Structural Response 
Prediction ENGINE

“We do the nonlinear dynamic 
structural analysis for you.”

Engineering Demand Parameters 
for ~100 ground motions

(drifts, floor accelerations, etc.)
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Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

SP3 Structural Response 
Prediction ENGINE

“We do the nonlinear dynamic 
structural analysis for you.”

SP3 Structural 
Designs Database
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Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

SP3 Structural Response 
Prediction ENGINE

“We do the nonlinear dynamic 
structural analysis for you.”

SP3 Structural 
Designs Database

SP3 Structural 
Models Database
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Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

SP3 Structural Response 
Prediction ENGINE

“We do the nonlinear dynamic 
structural analysis for you.”

SP3 Structural 
Responses Database

SP3 Structural 
Designs Database

SP3 Structural 
Models Database
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We now have databases of structural designs, structural 
models, and nonlinear responses.
We also have the Response Prediction Engine to estimate 

responses.
 That is good… but I need to know what my specific 

building looks like in order to use these Databases and 
Engines.
 The building code design requirements are a first step to 

this because they are site-specific and age-specific.

Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model
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Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

Site-specific 
earthquake and wind 

design strength 

Building Code Design 
Database

(giving building-specific design 
information by location, age, and 

building type)

Site-specific earthquake and 
wind design drift (for inferring 
building stiffness and period)

Site-specific non-structural  
component design (strength 
and displacement capacity) 
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 The building code design requirements help, but do not 
fully give us the information we need about the building 
(for use in the SP3 Response Prediction ENGINE).
We also need to know about:

• Actual building properties versus minimum design 
requirements (depends heavily on level of seismicity, etc.)

• Effects of “non-participating” items such gravity systems 
and non-structural components

• Modal properties of the building

Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model
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Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

Strength and 
stiffness of gravity 

system and         
non-structural 
components

Dynamic Structural 
Properties ENGINE

Building Code 
Design Database

SP3 Structural 
Models Database

Experimental 
Testing Database

Building 
strength

Over-strength by 
building type, 

location, and age

Building 
stiffness (T1)

Building modal 
properties      

(T2-T3, φ1-φ3)

Modal information 
by building type

Structural Design 
Database

Site-specific building 
design information 

(per prior slides)

These are all inputs for the 
Structural Response Prediction 

ENGINE
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 Soil and site hazard information are already 
in an SP3 Databases (and not covered here).
 Combining hazard with the methods on the 

previous slides, structural response can now 
be predicted on a building-specific and site-
specific basis.

 Now, what about damageable components?  
We need component inventories and 
component fragilities.

Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

Site Hazard

PGA and Sa for 
many hazard  

levels

Site Hazards 
Database

Soil type

Site Soil 
Database
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Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

Structural 
component 

inventory Site-specific non-
structural component  
design requirements

Structural 
component 

fragilities

Structural 
Component 

Population ENGINE

Nonstructural 
Component 

Population ENGINE

Nonstructural 
component 

inventory

Nonstructural 
component 

fragilities

Component 
Fragility Database 

(mostly FEMA P-58) 

Building Code 
Design Database
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We now have all of the components for the analysis:
• Ground motion hazard
• Structural responses
• Structural component inventories and fragilities
• Nonstructural component inventories and fragilities

 Now, what about an ENGINE to run the analysis?

Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model
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Components of the SP3 Bldg-Specific Risk Model

FEMA P-58 Monte Carlo 
Analysis ENGINE

Full Monte Carlo analysis, using 
the exact FEMA P-58 methodology 

(for clarity and transparency).

Huge amount of  
information           

(as discussed)

Building-Specific 
Vulnerability 

Curves

Full distributions of 
losses and repair 

times, and expected 
annual values.

U.S. Resiliency 
Council Building 
Rating ENGINE

Resilient Design 
Initiative (REDi) 

Downtime ENGINE
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The New SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model

Next Question:

How do all these components fit together in the new
SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model?
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The New SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model
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Site Hazard Structural 
Responses

Structural 
Components 
&  Fragilities

Nonstructural 
Components & 

Fragilities

Building-Specific 
Vulnerability 

Curves

Full distributions of 
losses and repair 

times, and expected 
annual values.

Basic Building 
and Site 

Information
(e.g. location, 
construction 

year, etc.)

Additional 
Secondary 
Modifiers

(more building 
and site info.)

FEMA P-58 
Monte Carlo 

Analysis ENGINE

PGA and Sa for 
many hazard  

levels

Site Hazards 
Database

Soil type

Structural responses
(e.g. peak drift, floor acceleration, 

residual drift; for ~100 motions)

Structural Response 
Prediction ENGINE

Structural 
Responses 
Database

Structural 
Models 

Database

Dynamic 
Properties 

ENGINE

Building Code 
Design Database

Site 
Soil DB

Struct. comp. 
inventory

Building 
strength

Experimental 
Test Database

Structural 
Designs 

Database

Site-specific EQ  
and wind 

strength design

Over-strength 
by bldg. type, 
location, etc.

Site-specific EQ  
and wind drift 

design

Building 
stiffness (T1)

Building modal 
properties      

(T2-T3, φ1-φ3)

Strength and stiffness 
of gravity and non-str. 

components

Site-specific 
non-structural  
comp. design 

Comp. 
Popul. 

ENGINES

Non-str. comp. 
inventoryStruct. comp. 

fragilities

The New SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model

Non-str. comp. 
fragilities

Component 
Fragility 
Database
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Site Hazard Structural 
Responses

Structural 
Components 
&  Fragilities

Nonstructural 
Components & 

Fragilities

Building-Specific 
Vulnerability 

Curves

Full distributions of 
losses and repair 

times, and expected 
annual values.

Basic Building 
and Site 

Information
(e.g. location, 
construction 

year, etc.)

Additional 
Secondary 
Modifiers

(more building 
and site info.)

FEMA P-58 
Monte Carlo 

Analysis ENGINE

The New SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model

Full FEMA P-58 engineering-based 
risk assessment framework and 

analysis engine

Automation through many research-
backed analytical SP3 Engines and 

SP3 Databases

When full automation is used, the 
SP3 Risk Model can provide building-

specific and site-specific 
vulnerability curves for large 

inventories
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 With the SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model, we can now create:
1) Building-specific vulnerability curves based on typical insurance-level 

information about the building. 
• When less detailed information is supplied, the supplementary SP3 Engines and 

SP3 Databases, still enable highly building-specific and site-specific predictions.  
• This approach can be used for creating vulnerability curves for large inventories 

of buildings (currently setting up SP3_Batch to run millions of properties).

2) High-fidelity building-specific vulnerability curves based on an 
engineering evaluation (similar to the current SP3_Engineering 
software). 

3) Building-specific vulnerability curves for any intermediate level of input 
information; any evaluation is done using the common engineering-
analysis-based framework of the SP3 Risk Model (no need to change 
frameworks to handle more or less input information).

Summary of the SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model
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 With the SP3 Risk Model, engineering-analysis-based risk assessment (and 
resulting vulnerability curves) can be completed for any level of input 
information.
 Analyses with any level of information are completed using the consistent 

SP3 Risk Model analysis framework, so one could call analysis with any level 
of information a “SP3 analysis” or a “FEMA P-58 analysis”.
 This creates the need to quantify what “level of analysis” was completed in 

the risk assessment (e.g. an analysis based on typical insurance-level 
building information, or a full engineering evaluation).

Next Steps: Quantifying “Level of Analysis”
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The SP3 Risk Model gives a common analysis framework for all levels of input information.

• Experimental testing for building-specific fragility curves, … , etc.

• Nonlinear structural model

• Detailed engineering evaluation for new resilient design

• Site-specific hazard analysis

• Building-specific inventory of structural components

• Building-specific inventory of non-structural components

• Elastic structural model for dynamic properties

• Additional geometry for vertical and horizontal irregularities

• More building dynamics information (story heights, masses, etc.)

• Site-specific soil information

• Building code used for design (rather than construction date)

• Leveraging building/site-specific information from SP3                   
Databases and using in SP3 Engines

• More information (as available): Occupancy, structure type, 
number of stories, square footage, value, etc.

• The basics: Location, year of construction, etc.

Next Steps: Quantifying “Level of Analysis”

SP3 for large 
inventory

SP3 engineering 
risk evaluation of 
existing building

SP3 detailed 
engineering 

evaluation for 
new resilient 

design
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 We have started a study to benchmark the 
new SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model 
against other technologies such as HAZUS 
and ATC-13 (funded by NSF).

 From studies to date, the very preliminary 
findings are:

• The SP3 Risk Model provides comparable 
results, on average, to other methods used.

• The SP3 Risk Model is site-specific and 
building-specific (even with minimal input 
data), so the results depend on the 
individual building and can vary 
substantially from the simpler results by 
building class.

 We may also provide a webinar on this 
study once it’s done (and/or document the 
benchmarking/validation in a paper or 
report).

Next Steps: Further Benchmarking
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 We are currently developing a few interfaces to this new technology, but we have 
intentionally not yet packaged it into a single software product.

 We would like your input on your priorities/specifications for how to package this to 
best serve your businesses (and then finalize software offerings at a later date).

 In the meantime, we are also starting work with some visionary early-adopters (who 
contacted us this spring), with the focuses being: 

a) early-adopters leveraging this new technology before it is packaged into a software 
offering, and 

b) us getting valuable feedback on next development steps.

 This early-adopter interaction has been invaluable and has led to the offering of 
SP3_Batch in the near-future (soon will be testing on inventory sizes in the millions).  

 Based on the success of this approach, we are open to a couple more such licensing 
collaborations, for those interested in early-access to this technology and providing 
development input.

Next Steps: Early-Adopter Work, Develop Software
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 Extend the SP3 Risk Model to cover tilt-up buildings (all building eras, 
with wood diaphragms representative of the western U.S.).
 The SP3 Risk Model will then cover all common types (already extended 

to wood light-frame, beyond the published FEMA P-58 materials).

Next Steps: Further Technical Development
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 With the SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model, we can now create:
1) Building-specific vulnerability curves based on typical insurance-level 

information about the building (with analysis done quickly by 
leveraging the SP3 Engines and SP3 Databases). 

2) High-fidelity building-specific vulnerability curves based on an 
engineering evaluation (similar to current SP3_Engineering software). 

3) Building-specific vulnerability curves for any intermediate level of input 
information, using the common SP3 Risk Model framework (no need to 
change frameworks as more input information becomes available).

Summary of the SP3 Risk Model
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Closing and Questions

 Thank you for your time.
 Our goal is to support adoption of resilience-based design and risk 

assessment, and we welcome feedback and suggestions.

 Time for questions!

Curt Haselton: curt@hbrisk.com, Direct: (530) 514-8980

Jack Baker: jack@hbrisk.com

www.hbrisk.com
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 Please watch for announcements for our next webinars!

 Webinar Series:
1) The new SP3 Structural Response Prediction Engine
2) The new SP3 Building-Specific Risk Model
3) Risk assessment of wood light-frame buildings using SP3
4) Risk assessment of tilt-up buildings using SP3
5) And more to come after…

Upcoming Webinars in this Series
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 Questions:
• Please use questions tab and we will 

address as many as we can for the 
rest of our time.

• For further questions, or for 
feedback on forward development, 
please contact Drs. Haselton or 
Baker (curt@hbrisk.com and
jack@hbrisk.com) or contact the 
SP3 team (support@hbrisk.com). 

Closing and Questions


